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When did you last push the boundaries of your comfort zone?

O

The Frog in Hot Water

nce the frog fell in a vessel
of the hot water. The Water
was still on a gas stove. The
frog still did not try to jump
out of the vessel, instead just
stayed in it. As the temperature
of the water started to rise, the
frog managed to adjust its body
temperature accordingly. As the
water started to reach the boiling
point, the frog was no longer
able to keep up and manage its
body temperature according to
the water temperature.

temperature reaching its boiling need to jump.
point, the frog was not able to
bear it and couldn’t make it.
What was the reason that a
frog couldn’t make it? Will you
blame the hot water for it?

M

oral: The frog couldn’t
make it due to its own
inability to decide when it had to
jump out. We all need to adjust
according to the situations but
there are times when we need
to face the situation and take
the appropriate action when we
he frog tried to jump out of have the strength to do so before
the vessel but with water it’s too late. Walk out before you

T

Excerpts from Suresh Semwal Book – Power of Responsibility

D

iscipline means disci- et, Indian Idol, politics etc.
pline to self, to have
full control on self, to
e should not be athave full control on self.
tracted towards such
activities which give us haphe discipline is explained piness for a shorter period but
in many ways but most pain in the long run, rather
important among these expla- we should involve ourselves
nations is “necessary works” in such activities which may
must be done and unnecessary be beneficial for us in the
works shall not be done at all. long run, be it initially painful as a part of discipline.
ery often we see that
people are very busy
enerally, people fail
but with unnecessary work,
to achieve their goals
which has no direct rela- due to lack of this discition to our life’s purpose. pline and unable to resist the minor temptations.
or example, wasting time
on discussing about crick-
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Leave the world a little better than you found it.

How much stress is too much? - By Tapas Dasmohapatra

E

ach individual should
find, over a period of
time, his or her healthy stress
level in life and operate
within that level. Horses and
turtles are entirely different.

A

our life in that way. The
amazing thing in our world
is everybody and everything
has
market
segment
where they can prosper.

S

ome
people
learn
how to play violin to
become
a
professional
violinist, whereas some
learn for fun, self-mastery.

s we all know horses
love to run and if they
are isolated and prevented
from running they will soon
die. Turtles, if they are forced
to run on treadmill, will die
o me both are successful
from exhaustion. Choice is
as long as they know
yours because life is yours. their operating stress level
and create a better life. Go
nce we know our and find out your healthy
operating stress level operating
stress
level.
we can design and develop
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Humour Learning
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fat man dining in
hen he suddenly rethe
restaurant
sudmembered
that
he
denly realized he desper- was listening to his ipod.
ately needed to pass gas.
he whole commotion
he music was really, reof the world is happenally loud, so he timed the ing between our two ears.
gas with the beat of the music.
eople are listening to their
fter a couple of songs,
own music and behaving
he started to feel bet- accordingly.
ter. He finished his dinner, and noticed that everybody was staring at him.
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If your ship doesn’t come in, swim out to meet it!

The Last Delivery

T

here was a rich couple who
was throwing a big new year
party at their house. So they went
shopping at the market where
everything was of high cost and
fixed price.
They wanted to
maintain their level of standard so
didn’t mind paying for it. After
purchasing all they needed, they
called a porter to carry everything
and drop it at their home. The porter
who came was of an old age, not
very healthy looking, his clothes
were torn, looked as if he wasn’t
even able to meet his daily needs.

T

hey asked the porter about the
charges for delivering their
goods at their home. The old porter
quoted just a $20, a well below the
market rate for delivering goods
at couple’s home in his cart. Yet,
the couple argued and bargained
with the porter and finally settled
for $15. The porter was struggling
to make even one time’s meal so
he needed anything he can earn.

T

he couple was very happy
thinking how well they
bargained with the poor porter
and paid him $15 in advance and
left after giving the porter their

T

address for delivery. They reached
he porter replied, “Madam,
their home and hour passed,
Please calm down. That poor
two hours passed, but the porter old man was sick since last month.
still hadn’t delivered their stuff. He wasn’t able to earn enough to
even have a single meal of the day.
he wife started to get angry He was on the way to deliver your
at her husband, “I always tell stuff, but he who was hungry, sick,
you to not to trust such person couldn’t gather the strength to
still, you never listen to me. go any further in this heat of the
Such person who is not even noon”. He fell down and while
able to earn to feed himself for handing me $15, his last words
1 time in a day, you handed him were, “I had taken an advance for
everything we purchased for this delivery, you take this and
our big party. I am sure instead please deliver to this address”.
of delivering at our home, he
must have disappeared with
Madam, He was hungry, he
everything. We must immediately
was poor, but he was an honest
go back to the market to inquire man. I was just on the way to
and then to the police station to complete old man’s last delivery at
file the complaint against him”. your home”, the porter said. Upon
hearing this, the husband had
hey both left towards the tears in his eyes, but the wife felt
market. On their way near the so ashamed, she had no courage
market, they saw another porter. to see up in her husband’s eyes.
They stopped him to inquire about
the old porter and noticed that he
oral: Honesty has no
was carrying their stuff in his cart!
class. Respect everyone
The angry wife asked him, “Where regardless of their financial and
is that old thief? This is our stuff social status. It’s always a good
and he supposed to deliver it. It deed to give the one who deserves.
seems you poor thieves are stealing
our stuff and going to sell it”.
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Be thankful for what you have

Life Lesson!!
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You never learn anything while you are talking
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